Regulation of rat and bovine adrenal metabolism of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons by adrenocorticotropin and 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin.
The effects of 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) on polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) metabolism and steroidogenesis in primary cultures of bovine adrenal cortical (BAC) and rat adrenal cortical (RAC) cells have been examined. Remarkably TCDD is an ineffective inducer (15-50%) of PAH metabolism in confluent BAC cells and completely antagonizes a 5-fold induction by benz[alpha]anthracene (BA). In the same concentration range (EC50 5 X 10(-11) M) TCDD suppresses steroidogenesis through an effect on cholesterol metabolism. Adrenocorticotropin (ACTH) and cAMP also suppress PAH metabolism at concentrations which stimulate steroidogenesis (10(-7) M). In RAC cells ACTH potently induces PAH metabolism (7-fold) at a comparable concentration to the stimulation of steroidogenesis. Parallel stimulation of PAH metabolism and steroidogenesis by cAMP suggest that ACTH induction of PAH metabolism is mediated by cAMP. TCDD induces PAH metabolism (2.8-fold, EC50 8 X 10(-11) M) at similar concentrations to the inhibitory effect in BAC cells and this action is additive with ACTH induction. In male rats in vivo TCDD induces adrenal microsomal PAH metabolism (72%) and is more effective in this respect than 3-methylcholanthrene (3MC). Rabbit antibodies against rat liver cytochrome P-450c (the major TCDD-inducible liver form) inhibited the TCDD-induced adrenal metabolism of 7,12-dimethylbenz[alpha]anthracene (DMBA), which also exhibited regioselectivity typical of metabolism by P-450c. Constitutive adrenal microsomal metabolism, which exhibited regioselectivity of DMBA metabolism comparable to the ACTH-sensitive cellular metabolism, was not affected by anti-P-450c. It is concluded that ACTH and TCDD induce distinct forms of cytochrome P-450 in RAC cells and that the latter represents a typical Ah-receptor mediated response. The anomalous effect on PAH metabolism in BAC cells that parallels inhibition of steroidogenesis may derive from repression of a distinct adrenal form of P-450 by the TCDD-Ah-receptor complex.